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Flying with care
It is essential that the quality and integrity of your high
value and temperature sensitive pharmaceutical and
healthcare products is protected throughout the entire
transportation cycle.
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to meet your sophisticated needs.
On and off ground, your pharmaceutical products are
in the best hands with our dedicated team of highly
trained and experienced professionals. And, as you
would expect from true pioneers, we are the first GDP
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It really doesn’t take an aviation economist to figure out a basic law of supply
and demand: despite air cargo continuing to “accelerate” in September, IATA
says Europe’s legacy carriers were not the beneficiaries.
All three major airline groups, Air France-KLM, IAG and Lufthansa, were
challenged to put a positive spin on their third quarter cargo results at a
time when the Eurozone continues to stagnate and Europe’s airports are
increasingly flooded with Gulf and Asia-originating capacity.
Not that anyone appears particularly sympathetic. In response to a recent
query about the future of Martinair, a pragmatic Schiphol airport spokesman
suggested if not that carrier, then another would take its place.
Caught between the expansion of Gulf carriers and an inability to reduce
costs without cutting market share, would the eventual break-up of a major
European combination airline group worry shippers?
According to IATA CEO Tony Tyler “improvements in global business confidence
have stagnated - which could mean a bumpy road ahead for air cargo”.
In that case being spoilt for choice and supply-side neutral, the customer’s
answer is “probably not”.
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		 A good box will help says cSafe
					
		 The business will drive a larger share of future total pharma product cost.

		 If you’re in China or Brazil, try Pay-Pal.

		 But what’s in a freighter – more profit or loss?

		

A new story from an old yarn
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It is evident when reviewing the European
Commission’s Good Distribution Practice
(GDP) guidelines that there has been a shift in
emphasis towards risk management in the distribution
of temperature - sensitive pharmaceuticals.
Whether it’s the publication of the recent
EU guidance, the revisions from United
States Pharmacopeia or the Parenteral
Drug Association’s technical report
58, there can be no mistaking one
thing - shippers and manufacturers are
ultimately responsible for examining
their supply chains using a risk-based
approach.
Let’s be clear what risk is by using
the definition from the International
Conference on Harmonization (ICH)
and its Q9 document: Risk is defined as
“The combination of the probability of
occurrence of harm and the severity of
that harm”. Harm is defined as “Damage
to health, including the damage that can
occur from loss of product quality or
availability”. Hazard is defined as “The
potential source of harm”.

This might sound straightforward but
a “risk-based” approach warrants an
in-depth analysis including an evaluation
of the elapsed time since the validation
of the current temperature-sensitive
shipping and packaging solutions.
Some suppliers have utilized the
same solutions for decades although
technology, regulations and guidelines
have continued to evolve. The
production process also has challenges
related to contract manufacturing,
multiple vendors and locations that
are distant from the point of sale.
Identifying the potential sources of harm
to a product being transported through
several temperature zones, multiple
transit points and a variety of modes can
be an exacting task. B
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Risk management should not be centered only
upon the choice of which route, which logistic
provider and which type of packaging solution to use.
During all of these stages, patient safety
is of course paramount, but we also
recognize that the pressures for more
cost-effective supply chains can be
immense. It is not surprising therefore,
that managing risk has attracted a
more aggressive regulatory stance
both at the “good manufacturing” and
“good distribution” levels. It is also a
good explanation for the additional call
from regulators for written agreements
between manufacturers and their
logistics supply chain partners.
Risk Management is designed to assist
organizations in safeguarding the quality
and supply of product to customers
and ultimately the end user. It is about
anticipating hazards and controlling
risk through an ongoing process of
risk awareness, reduction and / or
acceptance, and review. This approach
can help justify needed improvements
and investments, and prevent both
potential problems for customers (e.g.
product recalls or even patient harm)
and loss of business.
Moreover, though implementing risk
management might well be initially
linked to a single product or supply
chain process, it should not be
considered as a one-time action.
Adopting a culture of quality risk
management that is embedded in
the processes and procedures used
by manufacturers and their supply
chain partners will have long-term
benefits. The level of awareness to risk
will inevitably improve and provide a
platform for continuous improvement.
In their recently revised GDP guidelines
(2013/C 343/01) the European
Commission has a relatively simple
statement regarding the distribution of
temperature-sensitive products: “Risk

assessment of delivery routes should be
used to determine where temperature
controls are required.”
The first part of any route qualification
process should start with the creation of
a Qualification Master Plan that sets out
stages, processes and responsibilities.
And sometimes, simplest is best – by
using the power of an internal team and
external logistics suppliers to initially
map out every distribution and handling
stage for the product. Additional detail
should be added considering both the
physical and documentary processes
and conditions.
Through the various transport modes,
identify those steps and handover points
that are most at risk. Look at this from
a seasonally adjusted temperature
environment and quality control
processes, and consider how to mitigate
the risk to the product. Is the route and
transport supplier capable of managing
that risk? Is there a contingency plan
in place? Are there written agreements
and standard operating procedures
in place? What importance is placed
on process control and process
measurements versus measuring end
results when it is too late to prevent an
unsuccessful shipment?
Identifying the physical steps and risk
points is important to maintain the
efficacy of any drug. But what about
qualifying the supplier of thermal
protection and having more than one
validated solution to further mitigate
the risk of failure? Just like good
cold chain management starts with
the manufacturer, having a range of
validated solutions ‘ready-to-use’ will
provide the means to maintain that
correct thermal protection, regardless
of the distribution challenges. B

Brian Kohr

president CEO CSafe
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The market for both passive and active solutions has expanded over
recent years and there is now a comprehensive array of suppliers.
Shippers should validate their choice of solution providers by predetermined criteria:

 Availability – is the solution always available at seasonal
		

peaks and internationally?

		

and passive solutions?

		

customer’s needs?

		

packaging re-use?

		
		

need new solutions and thus, can the supplier respond
to new requirements?

 Solution range – does the supplier provide both active
 Performance – have their solutions been validated to the
 Re-usability – does the supplier have a program for 		
 Custom-built solutions – new/different products may 		

All of these considerations will provide a far more comprehensive
risk assessment of a supply chain and provide a built-in confidence
that a product will not be compromised regardless of whether it
has been transported five miles or 5,000 miles. It also creates
contingency plans that can really make a difference to successful
transportation.
Risk management should not be centered only upon the choice of which
route, which logistic provider and which type of packaging solution to
use. Key to minimizing risk is to qualify more than one thermal shipping
solution and preferably utilizing a provider that can offer both active and
passive solutions to meet the specific needs of the product.
- Brian Kohr is the president and CEO of cSafe, the producer of
actively controlled mobile refrigeration units for life sciences,
healthcare, military and international disaster relief agencies. ■
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AA Cargo adds CSafe
American Airlines Cargo has begun to use the CSafe RKN
container - an advanced, compressor-driven refrigeration
ULD which provides precise, temperature control of +4°C
to +25°C (+39.2°F to +77.0°F).
"The addition of CSafe to our cold chain program provides
customers with another option for their shipping needs," said
Tom Grubb, manager of Cold Chain Strategy for American
Airlines Cargo. "This technology is desired by our customers
for accurate temperature management of delicate shipments
in order to protect and maintain the efficacy of potentially
life-saving products for patients."
To support the new equipment, the airline has constructed
dedicated container management areas at DFW, JFK, LAX,
MIA, ORD and PHL. They include plug-in stations that allow
the units to be recharged during transit to maintain precise
and consistent temperature control for shipments throughout
their entire transit cycle.
American is in the final stages of completing a new
25,000-square-foot dedicated pharmaceutical/healthcare
handling facility in Philadelphia (PHL), one of the most
strategic pharmaceutical markets in the U.S. Within this
facility, the container management area has the capacity
to simultaneously charge 30 electronic units including the
CSafe RKN. ■
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morepharma,
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Why? More people mean more illness,
and more money being spent on
remedial treatment.
According to a new white paper
authored by Markus Kückelhaus,
director Research & Development,
DHL Customer Solutions & Innovation,
and Michael Terhoeven, vice president
Global Life Sciences & Healthcare
Sector Strategy at DHL, the company
doesn’t see this trend reversing itself
any time soon.
Which is why the two men think there
are at least three reasons logistics
will drive a larger share of future
total pharma product cost: emerging
markets and globalization of supply
chains; increasing regulatory efforts
around temperature management and
a changing product portfolio; and new
direct-to-market sales by manufacturers.
Their key findings and observations
for the future of life sciences logistics
include the following:

 A shift from undifferentiated logistics
structures to more differentiated 		
supply chains, with the mode of 		
transportation, warehousing and
depth of distribution tailored
to different life sciences product
categories.

 Manufacturers in the life sciences

sector will build up direct-distribution

channels to the end consumer.
They will either develop their own
e-commerce operations or distribute
their products via third-party platforms.

 Pharmaceutical and medical

device manufacturers will expand
their capabilities to tier-2 and tier-3
cities and sometimes even to rural
areas in emerging countries.
However, there are likely to be
differentiated approaches to depth
of distribution and to implementation
strategies.

 Better visibility in the supply chain

will be required not only for product
security and integrity, but also
because of the need to control
and optimize logistics processes
(for example, with outsourcing and
emergency logistics complementing
slower-mode transportation and
demand-driven supply chains).
At the same time, visibility will
enable differentiation and create
value (for example, with directdistribution models).

 Manufacturers will need to keep

supply chains flexible to adapt
to new regulatory standards
and the distribution requirements of
innovative products. There will be
more temperature-differentiated
supply-chain solutions, as well as
infrastructures adaptable for product
bundles and more personalized
medicines and implants. B

Over the past decade the
world market for pharmaceuticals
has doubled to US$1 trillion
and is expected to grow
by another 3 to 6 per cent
per annum until 2016.
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They say challenges for the life sciences
industry will have many consequences
for logistics within the sector. Shifting
disease patterns and innovative
products will have an impact on what
is stored and transported. Regulation,
competition and cost pressure will
affect logistics procedures. Market
changes and more decentralized supply
chains will lead to new transportation
routes. They think the fastest growth is
expected in markets where adequate
logistics infrastructures are not yet
fully developed. However, in the more
established markets they also see logistics
demand being subject to change.
In future companies will tailor the mode
of transportation, warehousing and
depth of distribution in each country to
different pharmaceuticals and medical
devices. For example, generic drugs
and consumer medical devices may be
transported via ocean and long-haul
road freight (and selected higher value
modes for emergency situations, when
a standard, slow-mode shipment misses
a checkpoint or encounters a hold up),
while specialty drugs will be shipped
using air freight, express or even courier
services.
DHL expects generic drugs to be
distributed over several logistical steps
involving more than one distributor and
transport provider while high-value
specialty drugs and medical devices
could be distributed from a single global
or regional distribution center directly to
the hospital (pharmacy or ward) or even
the physician specialist at point of care.
The move towards differentiated supply
chains is driven by several things say
the two men: increasing pressure to
optimize cost or maximize value for
products that differ by volume and
value; by the requirement for lead-time
service levels (acute versus chronic
treatment); by new requirements
for temperature management or
documentation; and by specific
regulatory regimes.
The authors think that by 2025 most
companies providing medical devices
and pharmaceuticals will have tailored
their supply chain to include high-value/
specialty drugs and implants; innovative
standard drugs and devices; generic
drugs and frugal/low-tech devices; and
OTCs, ‘nutraceuticals’ and consumer
medical devices. In addition, supply
chains will also be differentiated within
each product category - for example
into cold-chain and non-cold-chain
specialty drugs.

Against a backdrop of growing
direct-to-consumer segments, online
information and tele-medicine, they say
manufacturers in the life sciences sector
will have to determine whether they
want to develop their own e-commerce
operation and, if so, whether it should
be organized by establishing their own
fulfillment capability or by distributing
their products via a third-party platform.
Whatever the decision, the authors
suggest the logistics provider must
be ready to react and adapt to the
increased relevance and differentiation
in product temperature management
that can vary from cryogenic and deep
frozen to 30 Celsius.
In addition, they see future growth
in some areas of the 100 year-old
life sciences sector in which supplychain adaptations “can be considered
strategic and logistics becomes a
differentiator and key success factor”.
They include shortage-management
and pandemic logistics as well as
e-commerce solutions for B2C segments
or the rare-disease pharmaceutical and
care bundles.
DHL also expects life sciences logistics
to play an important role with the
emergence of personalized medicine
such as 3D-printed implants or organs
or genetically enhanced autologous
stem cells where the donor and the
recipient are the same person.
“This potential new healthcare paradigm
will require a different type of logistics
to realize a ‘logistics of one’, closer
to clinical-trial logistics than today’s
standard life sciences fulfillment
logistics,” say the two men.
DHL’s latest perspective has been
prompted in part by a recent survey of
170 top life science industry managers
- 75 percent of whom confirmed the
importance of better visibility and
flexibly designed supply chains.
In addition, 58 percent thought there
was a need for more differentiated
supply chains by product categories; 31
percent saw a growth in the geographic
expansion of their own logistics
capabilities to tier two and tier three
cities; and 20 percent considered the
development of own-brand e-commerce
frontends and distribution channels to
the end consumer “highly relevant”. 
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we carry it
Back in January this year, Cargolux (CV) became the first cargo airline – if not
the first cargo-carrying airline – to be certified under the European Commission’s
“Good Distribution Practice (GDP) of Medicinal Products for Human Use”.
Given the pharma business is now
worth US$64 billion a year to the
logistics industry according to IATA, not
being GDP-verified (in CV’s case by
Bureau Veritas, Germany) would have
been a commercial disaster.
While the airline’s burgeoning 747-8
carrying capacity is not exclusive, the
fact that pharma products flown by air
last year were valued at US$220 billion
– a CAGR of seven percent since 2007
– suggests there aren’t many flights that
don’t require some form of temperature
control.
According to Stavros Evangelakakis,
CV sales manager Europe, Middle
East & Central Asia, the airline’s GDP
competence has been a 10-year
journey of process improvement that
now includes a cross-functional team
from engineering, sales, operations,
ground handling and flight crew
to exchange ideas for continual
process improvement: for Kaizen read
“KeepCool”.
Evangelakakis is the first to admit the
airline’s service is not unique – for
example, DuPont’s thermal blankets
to maintain an ambient temperature in
extreme climates are also available from
Emirates – it’s just that after a decade
of development he says his colleagues
really do know what the pharma
customer expects.
Key to the airline’s success has been its
reliance on handler Luxair Cargo and
its €4 million Pharma and Healthcare
Center at Findel airport that is also
GDP-certified. Luxair says it expects to
process at least 30,000 tonnes this year
to and from CV and Panalpina flights
that link Europe with North America,
Brazil and Asia.
According to the ground handler, in
an increasingly regulated sector the
GDP “quality label” guarantees that
everyone involved in the shipment
build up, break down, storage
and distribution - including the
trucker – maintains product

integrity from shipper to consignee.
This will be reassuring to pharma giant
GSK as it develops an Ebola vaccine
to help stem the virus outbreak in parts
of West Africa. As an early responder,
last month Cargolux shipped 71 tonnes
of sanitation equipment and supplies to
Monrovia on behalf of Médecins Sans
Frontières.
Now, in what may prove to be a stroke
of good fortune for everyone concerned,
GSK has begun non-human trials of
a potential Ebola vaccine following its
acquisition via the purchase of U.S.
biotech company Okairos in May last
year – six months prior to the current
outbreak.
If data from the trial’s first phase proves
positive, a clinical program will begin
in early 2015 that will involve the
vaccination of thousands of
frontline healthcare workers
in Sierra Leone, Guinea,
Liberia - and now Mali - in
conjunction with the World
Health Organization and
the U.S. National Institutes
of Health.
GSK points out that if
the vaccine is able to
protect the healthcare
workers, future use in mass
campaigns will depend
on whether it provides
protection without causing
significant side effects and
how quickly large enough
quantities can be made and
distributed to the
areas most in need.
No doubt Evangelakakis
will be waiting for a
call. ■

Stavros Evangelakakis,
sales manager Europe, Middle East
& Central Asia. Cargolux
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VIEWPOINT
E
The Kicked Can is Getting Rusty

For decades, the US has neglected its once hailed transportation infrastructure.
And despite $27 billion in federal stimulus money from the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 to improve roads and bridges, its infrastructure continues to decay.
Today the only thing rambling down
US highways is an empty can. The
U.S. Congress kicked a big one in late
July when it took short-term measures
to prevent the bankruptcy of the
Highway Trust Fund. Consequently,
President Obama was given one
option: sign controversial legislation
presented by Congress that provides
$10.8 billion to replenish the Fund
through May 2015.
The bill allows companies to practice
“pension smoothing”, which lets
companies assume higher interest
rates when calculating what to
contribute to their employees’
retirement. That reduces their required
contributions into the plans and, in
turn, raises the amount of taxes they
owe, bringing new revenue to the
federal government, i.e. the Highway
Trust Fund. Eventually, however,
corporations will need to contribute
more to their pension funds, thereby
lowering tax revenue.
Running on Empty
When established in 1956, the
Highway Trust Fund was intended to
be a self-sufficient account to pay for
the freeways that form the National
Highway System. But the Fund faces
an average annual shortfall of about
US$15 billion through 2020.
States and local municipalities are
straddled with paying for much of
the road and bridge repairs. In fact,
four out of five miles of the nation’s
highways are operated and supported
by local government.
The Highway Trust Fund receives
money from a federal fuel tax of 18.3
cents per gallon on gasoline and
24.4 cents per gallon of diesel fund
and related excise taxes. But given
US citizenry’s opposition to

higher taxes (and the fact fuel prices
have continue to escalate over the
last decade), legislators have been
reluctant to raise federal taxes on
gasoline and diesel fuel. In fact, the
last time the tax was raised was in
1993. Meanwhile, more fuel-efficient
vehicles and a decrease in miles
driven have led to consumers buying
less fuel (paying less fuel tax), and
consequently, leading to shortfalls in
tax revenues.
Consequently, many locations are
increasingly turning to public-private
partnerships to pay for infrastructure
improvements.
President Obama has introduced
his own transportation bill, the Grow
America Act – a US$302 billion, fouryear transportation reauthorization
proposal that provides increased
and stable funding for US highways,
bridges, transit, and rail systems. He
says it would provide enough money
to increase the amount of annual
transportation spend to approximately
US$75 billion.
The initiative includes a freight
proposal to invest US$10 billion in
a multi-modal freight program to
strengthen U.S. exports and trade
and provide US$4 billion to attract
private investment in transportation
infrastructure. It intends to strengthen
the Railroad Rehabilitation and
Improvement Financing (RRIF)
Program by reducing loan costs,
thereby making RRIF more accessible
to short line and regional railroads.
The proposal also would raise the
cap of Private Activity Bonds to
US$19 billion, making room for more
projects considering a public-private
partnership approach to be able
to take advantage of this costsaving tool.

A key element to the Act is how it
will be funded. The Administration’s
proposal calls for supplementing
current revenues with US$150 billion
in “one-time transition revenue from
pro-growth business tax reform”. This
means ending certain tax breaks for
business – tough language for probusiness Republicans who oppose
any tax hikes.
Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx
says he is confident that Congress
will present an opportunity to pass
the Grow America Act. He particularly
notes that there is bipartisan interest.
But Congress is focused on midterm
November elections right now, and
Washington is famous for political
wrangling.
Given Republicans’ desire to
challenge all Obama Administration
proposals (and desire to control
both the House and Senate and the
White House in the 2016 presidential
election), it’s hard to say how far the
Grow America Act will get. More likely,
the can will be kicked even further
down the road.
Meanwhile, by not properly
addressing this critical issue,
America’s position for international
trade will ultimately be impacted since
poor infrastructure leads to traffic
bottlenecks for cargo and inefficient
supply chains. Cargo doesn’t stop
moving just because U.S. leaders
cannot decide how to pay to fill
a pothole.
But that pothole could cause costly
delays to business.
Karen Thuermer, who is based in
Washington, DC, has been writing
about transportation, logistics and
policy for nearly 25 years. 
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Trading cross-border via mobile:
who you going to call?
According to new Nilsson research
commissioned by PayPal, in 2018
some 130 million cross-border
Internet shoppers will be spending
US$307 billion worldwide annually.

PayPal says there are currently 94 million
such consumers in the U.S., UK, China,
HongKong, Canada, Australia and
Germany who will spend US$105 billion
this year, representing 16 percent of all
online shopping.
The top shopping items will be clothing,
shoes and accessories, (US$12.5 billion);
health and beauty (US$7.6 billion);
personal electronics (US$6 billion);
computer hardware (US$6 billion);
jewelry, gems and watches (US$5.8
billion); and home electronics (US$5.4
billion).
The top places to shop currently are the
U.S. (45 percent), the UK (37 percent),
China (26 percent), Hong Kong (25
percent), Canada (18 percent), Australia
(16 percent) and Germany (14 percent).
Nilsson also discovered that despite
a global marketplace, geographic
proximity still plays a part in purchasing
decisions: German online shoppers buy
heavily from their neighbors in Austria
and the Netherlands; while mainland
China shoppers buy from Hong Kong
and Japan.
Clothing, shoes and accessories
represent the largest cross-border online
shopping category in five out of the six
markets. The exception is in Brazil where
they buy more computer hardware than
anything else.

Nilsson discovered the key concern of
shoppers is identity theft - with seven out
of 10 citing fraud as the top reason for
not making a cross-border transaction.
Australian consumers at 73 percent are
apparently the most fearful while their
German counterparts at 63 percent are
the least. Nine out of 10 consumers also
want buyer protection with those in China
and Brazil proving particularly keen to
avoid a purchase error.
Unsurprising for a sponsored study, the
most popular cross-border payment
method turns out to be PayPal, with
“around eight out of 10 shoppers having
used it for overseas purchases”. The
company adds that half of those surveyed
use PayPal more than twice as much as
an alternate payment method.
In the UK, 15.9 million cross-border
shoppers spent £8.5 billion in 2013. This
number is expected to rise to 18.5 million
by 2018 as they fork out a total of £18
billion of which 70 percent will be in the
U.S., China (23 percent), Hong Kong
(21 percent), Germany (19 percent) and
Ireland (15 percent).
In Germany the corresponding numbers
are 14.1 million shoppers currently
spending €7.6 billion rising to 15.8 million
spending €11 billion of which 48 percent
will again be in the U.S., followed by the
UK (46 percent), Austria (33 percent), B
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Golden
opportunity
for SMEs?
Cross-border trade is nothing new.
Our local stores are filled with goods
from around the world. What is new,
however, is how easy it has now
become for people to shop online
directly from merchants around the
world.
PayPal has always been about
removing the friction of commerce.
We started almost 15 years ago
solving that problem domestically
in the U.S. but it’s been well over a
decade since we have been making
it easier for consumers to shop safely
and securely, directly from merchants
around the world.
We now ease cross-border trade in
more than 190 markets around the
world. Around a quarter of PayPal’s
payment volume every year is from
people buying overseas.
Research shows that over 90 million
cross-border shoppers across six
key markets – the United States, the
United Kingdom, Germany, Australia,
mainland China and Brazil – will be
spending over US$100 billion on
overseas websites this year alone.
The ability to shop online overseas is
transforming and enriching the lives
of people around the world. Trading,
after all, can be as much about sharing
cultures and experiences as it can
about the simple buying and selling of
goods. But with oceans often between
them, how are businesses establishing
trust and lasting relationships with
their far-flung customers?
What is certain is that the Internet has
changed the face and form of retail
beyond recognition, giving merchants
the chance to reach new markets
without setting foot on foreign soil. For
small businesses in particular, online
cross-border trading creates a golden,
growing opportunity to sell to the
world, especially if their local economy
remains sluggish. As something of a
wake-up call for millions of businesses
everywhere, new research shows
both the extent of this cross-border,
e-commerce opportunity – and how
profitably merchants can seize it.
- David Marcus
is the president of PayPal.

China (17 percent) and the Netherlands
(16 percent).
In China some 18 million online crossborder shoppers spent RMB216 billion
last year. The number is expected to
rise to 35.9 million by 2018 and
tops RMB1.0 trillion with 84 percent
in the U.S., Hong Kong (58 percent),
Japan (52 percent), UK (43 percent) and
Australia (39 percent).
Respective numbers for Australia are
currently 6.3 million spending A$6.5
billion rising to 8.4 million spending A$6.6
billion by 2018 - of which 69 percent will
be in the U.S., UK (47 percent), China (31
percent), Hong Kong (29 percent) and
Canada (9.0 percent).
Currently there are 34.1 million online
cross-border shoppers in the U.S.
that spent US$40.6 billion in 2013.
These numbers are expected to
rise to 41.8 million and $80.2 billion
respectively by 2018. Where will they
shop? According to Nilsson’s data
49 percent will click on a UK website
while in China it will be 39 percent,
Canada (34 percent), Hong Kong (20
percent and Australia (18 percent).
Finally to Brazil where some 5.3 million
shoppers spent R$2.6 billion in 2013. This
number is likely to rise to 9.4 million and
R$16.8 billion by 2018 with 79 percent of
the cross-border e-tailers sourcing from
U.S. sites, China (48 percent), Hong
Kong (17 percent), UK (17 percent) and
Canada (14 percent).
PayPal says its internal data suggests
online exports using its global payment
platform will continue to grow strongly,
even as the traditional export sector for

many economies slows down. Crossborder trade today is 25 percent of its
total payment volume – a number that is
expected to rise with the growth of “new
online export corridors”. The company
says in 2012 Argentina, Russia and Israel
were among the top five fastest-growing
export markets for PayPal merchants in
the U.S., UK, Germany, Australia, China
and Brazil.
Notably, 76 percent of the Nilsson
respondents said they intend to make
more mobile purchases, transactions
and payments in future. Last year
the combined cross-border mobile
shopping markets of the U.S., the UK,
Germany, Australia, China and Brazil
were worth US$36.4 billion – accounting
for more than a third of all such online
shopping in these countries. By 2018,
PaylPal thinks the number will nearly
triple to US$106.4 billion.
In China, 14 million mobile shoppers
spent US$16.7 billion last year and
already make up nearly 78 percent of the
total cross-border population. By 2018
PayPal thinks these users will double in
number and their spending on foreign
websites via mobile phones will rise to
US$55.2 billion.
The company concludes that with such a
huge increase in mobile usage for crossborder shopping, merchants should
ensure their websites and apps are fully
optimized: “Entering a 16-digit credit card
number on a smartphone can challenge
even the nimblest of fingers. In fact, eight
out of 10 cross-border shoppers value
a mobile-friendly website for shopping
and payments, with the highest response
from China and Brazil,” notes PayPal. 
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for the best

BOEING

Building

Anecdotal evidence suggests that improved
supply chain visibility has reduced the occurrence
of situations that demand the speed and reliability
of air transport.
-Boeing World Air Cargo Forecast 2014/2015.
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Interesting quote from a seller of freighter
airplanes. Despite a decline in freight
yields of 2.3 percent per year over the
past 20 years, Boeing thinks – or says
it thinks – the growth of world trade will
mean it will build a lot more large cargo
aircraft in the next 20 years.
The company’s
latest forecast
has air cargo
growing at an
annual rate of
4.7 percent
per annum
with Asia-North
America and
Europe-Asia
routes seeing
the most traffic
volume while
Intra-Asia,
domestic China
and Asia-North
America having
the fastest rates
of growth.
Boeing
acknowledges
that air cargo
is only one part
of the global trade distribution network
and somewhat obviously points out that
with the possible exception of rail links
between Asia and Europe, “shippers
usually have only two choices for
intercontinental freight: air and maritime.
Maritime transport offers the primary
benefit of low cost; air transport offers the
benefits of speed and reliability,” it adds.
In 2013, the ocean industry carried an
estimated 9.5 billion tonnes, compared
with the airline sector’s 42 million tonnes
of air cargo. By weight, more than 80
percent of world trade is in raw materials
and other bulk items, such as oil, metal
ores, and grains – hence the hoary:
“Although air cargo constitutes only an

estimated one percent of world trade by
tonnage, it represents about 35 percent
of world trade by value.”
With perhaps more than a nod to “modal
shift” Boeing estimates ocean container
cargo at 1.53 billion tonnes in 2013, or
about 40 percent of world maritime dry
cargo. “Containerized cargo tonnage
grew an average 7.4 percent per year
between 2000 and 2013, while tanker
cargo averaged 2.3 percent; main bulk
commodities, 6.0 percent; and noncontainerized dry cargo, 1.4 percent.”
Notwithstanding the fact that air cargo
has grown a sclerotic 1.7 percent per
annum since 2008, Boeing argues that
despite the Great Recession and its
aftermath “air cargo has proved to be
resilient and has maintained its market
share of the commodities historically
shipped by air. For example, in the
transpacific market, about two percent
by weight of non-bulk, high-value
commodities have been transported
by air since 2000. Demand for these
commodities has fluctuated, but the share
shipped by air has remained steady”.
Which is why the manufacturer thinks
freighter fleets will increase 50 percent
in the next two decades with the delivery
of 840 new aircraft worth US$240 billion:
“Although by 2033, more than 60 percent
of the world’s air cargo capacity will be
from the lower hold of passenger airplanes,
freighters will still carry more than half
the revenue tonne-kilometers because of
the significant operating advantages of
dedicated freighters. Underscoring the
importance of freighter capabilities, more
than 85 percent of industry revenues
are generated by operators who have
freighters in their fleet,” it declares.
However as combination airline operators
let go the idea that cargo aircraft are
a necessary proof of a commitment
to airfreight, the business rationale for
operating them changes. B
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The growth of the U.S. express carriers
is a case in point: Between 1992 and
2008, higher-than-average annual
growth boosted the express share of
international air cargo traffic from 4.1
percent to 13.4 percent. The share
remained at around 13 percent during
the Great Recession of 2008/2010
and then rose sharply to 14.7 percent
the following year. Since then FedEx
and UPS have continued to outpace
the growth of global freight and mail
by increased their share of the total to
16.2 percent in 2012 and 17.0 percent
in 2013.
Stating the obvious, the two Integrators
seem to be much better at operating
freighter equipment at a profit than just
about anybody. Which is probably one
reason why their share of the total North
America air cargo market was 62.3
percent in 2013. Express carrier volume
was 5.4 million shipments per day in
2011 and 2012, growing to 5.5 million
shipments per day in 2013.
Putting that in context, American Airlines
and US Airways - now one of the largest
carriers in the world - announced in late
October they have adopted one waybill
for their US$800 million a year joint air
cargo business. According to Boeing, the
market share of scheduled US domestic
freight carriers increased from 14.2 percent
in 2011 to 15.5 percent in 2012 and then
declined to 15.3 percent in 2013.
So from a shipper perspective, the
air cargo supply-side appears to be
polarising, or perhaps maturing, into
three industry influencers: asset and
non-asset Integrators, Gulf carriers and
legacy combination airlines. According
to Boeing, only the very best performers
in each segment will be able to justify
operating freighter equipment.
So where and to whom will Boeing sell
its large aircraft in the next two decades?
The manufacturer expects 40 percent
of all freighter deliveries to end up in
Asia and one obvious place is mainland
China: The country’s domestic air
cargo traffic currently accounts for an
estimated 10.0 percent of the world’s
total air cargo traffic by tonnage. At
4.1 million tonnes transported annually,
scheduled airfreight accounts for 94
percent of the market and is second only
to that of the U.S.
According to Boeing, in the four years
from 2006 to 2010, China invested US$39
billion in aviation-related infrastructure,
equivalent to the aggregate investment B

during the previous 25 years. The result
was 33 new airports, increasing the total
to 175 in 2010. Air transport services,
which have become accessible to 76
percent of the population, are associated
with economic activities that now account
for 91 percent of China GDP.
Boeing acknowledges several factors
that could modify its 20-year forecast
– not least of which is sales of its own
widebody passenger airplanes “that
can carry significant revenue cargo
in addition to a full load of passenger
baggage”.
Other factors include volatile fuel prices
that encourage freighter retirements and
enhance the value of newer airplanes
that offer higher operating efficiency; and
near-term overcapacity that discourages

the acquisition of new freighters when
yield, load factor, and utilization decline.
The manufacturer also signals that future
freighter fleets will be operated by “the
most efficient operators that focus on the
business and on market flexibility” and
expects further industry consolidations
and fleet rationalization by those
operators that survive.
Noting passenger airlines continue to
exploit the revenue potential of carrying
cargo in bellyholds, Boeing doggedly
concludes that airlines operating
freighters “typically enjoy 20 percent
higher cargo load factors and higher
yields on lower-hold cargo than airlines
that fly only passenger airplanes”.
Guess that depends on the airline. 
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We can’t just cut ourselves
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According to the U.N.
Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs
(UNOCHA), as of November
01 the world had pledged
US$991 million to fight the
Ebola outbreak in West Africa.
Some notable individual donors include US$13.6
million from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and
Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen with US$11.9 million.
Germany says it will multiply its financial contribution
six-fold to US$127 million; Canada has upped its aid
package to US$52 million - including the shipment
of 800 units of an experimental vaccine to the World
Health Organization (WHO) in Geneva - and China
has pledged US$41 million in assistance.
Other private individuals, including corporations, have
so far committed US$60.8 million in cash and kind.
Some examples include GlaxoSmithKline donating
over US$1 million in medical kits and antibiotics. Back
in late September U.S. healthcare services company
McKesson donated four million pairs of latex gloves
to World Vision as part of a 200-pallet shipment of
medical supplies to Sierra Leone; Clorox has donated
a useful 12,000 bottles of bleach; Rio Tinto mining
gave US$100,000 to local NGOs in Guinea and
London Mining gave US$122,00 to various politiciandirected Ebola funds in Sierra Leone. In-kind logistics
services currently include FedEx, Cargolux, and
Mitsui OSK Lines.

off from West Africa
As the WHO declared Nigeria and Senegal “Ebola
free” in October, one overlooked success story
in neighboring Liberia has been the work of the
Bridgestone Corporation in dealing with the virus.
In late September the Japanese tire company
announced it had pledged US$500,000 to
Samaritan’s Purse via Bridgestone Americas 		
for work in Liberia and it would donate $500,000
to support UNICEF in Liberia and Guinea. B
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The cash follows months of work by
Firestone Liberia on behalf of its 8,000
employees to manage an effective Ebola
emergency response program since the
first case in March this year. In addition
to constructing an Ebola treatment center
and two isolation units, the company’s
emergency response has included
active case management, investigations,
contact tracing as well as intervention
measures that includes a mass education
program which reaches approximately
72,000 people within Firestone’s property,
as well as many more in surrounding
communities. The company also is
working with the Liberian Ministry of
Health and Social Welfare, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention and
the World Health Organization.

Since the outbreak, 71 employees,
family members, retirees and people
from surrounding communities have
contracted the virus and 17 people have
survived. Six months later, Firestone
reportedly has the virus under control
and become a ‘how to’ example for other
organizations.
Meanwhile momentum continues to
build in response to the crisis – despite
U.N. secretary general Ban Ki-moon’s
reported disappointment at the lack of
interest in a US$100 million Ebola appeal
by the end of October.
With nearly 5,000 deaths and over 13,500
suspected or confirmed cases by the
beginning of November, the good news
that Nigeria is free from the virus just means
it is one less country to worry about..
In addition to a massive U.S. military
response, logistics activity includes the
re-introduction of services by Air Cote
d’Ivoire to Liberia, Guinea and Sierra
Leone as Brussels airport screens
passengers from those countries arriving
on Brussels Airlines. Absent British
Airways, the UK government continues
to operate aid flights to Freetown – the
latest carrying US$1.4 million of medical
equipment needed for the first 92-bed
treatment facility it is building in the city.
And at the end of October the RFA ship

Argus also arrived in Freetown carrying
helicopters, landing craft and medical
personnel follwing a team of 165 doctors
and nurses sent by Cuba to the country.
President Condé of Guinea has told the
U.N. Ebola mission that his government
is facilitating “expeditious clearance”
of supplies and equipment through
Customs and the UK-based NGO
Concern Worldwide has announced a
€36 million Ebola-response program
to recruit logisticians, health care
professionals and engineers. The agency
will also construct 19 isolation units
in Liberia and assume responsibility
for managing 14 burial teams and
two cemeteries in Freetown as well as
manage a fleet of 22 vehicles to transfer
victims to burial sites.

Meanwhile the World Food Programme
has acquired 74 World Bank-funded
vehicles including ambulances,
mortuary vehicles and pickup trucks
and the EU has reportedly reached
an accord with the U.S. to provide
reliable medical evacuation for
international responders as president
Obama commented: “We can't just
cut ourselves off from West Africa.” He
said it would make it harder to move
health workers and supplies into the
region and would motivate people
trying to get out to evade screening.
In Brussels, EU foreign ministers have
agreed the European Commission
should “guarantee appropriate care
for international health responders”
including the option of medical
evacuation for frontline staff and said
they are trying to “find €1 billion” to
help stop the virus outbreak.
The BBC reports that the growing
global Ebola response - and
subsequent huge cost - originated
with the death in December last
year of a two year-old child from a
village in southeastern Guinea after
eating bush meat in the form of a
fruit bat. Apparently the child’s family
acknowledged they had hunted two
species of bat that carry the virus. 
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Quality worldwide.
A journey that makes all the difference.
From transporting a ﬁve-year-old elephant to loading a freighter in the pouring
rain in Osaka, we experience small episodes and big adventures every day
in the world of logistics. Quality has many faces and tells a thousand stories.
Read the latest ones at www.lufthansa-cargo.com/quality
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One of the main outcomes of the
U.N. Conference on Sustainable
Development (Rio+20) in June 2012
was the agreement by countries to
develop a set of development goals
(SDGs) that address sustainability
(people, planet, profits) and be
integrated into the U.N. development
agenda beyond 2015.

FIATA calls for logistics own goal
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Marco Sorgetti, FIATA Director General

A 30-member Open Working Group
(OWG) was established in January 2013
to define the SDGs. In July 2014, after 13
sessions in 17 months, the group finally
settled on 17 goals and 169 targets.
FIATA has been advocating for the
inclusion of logistics connectivity in the
design of the main SDGs to improve
trade facilitation as a means to foster
better trade and therefore greater
prosperity - particularly in countries that
are excluded from the main trade lanes of
the world.
However during its 7th session the OWG
decided against a dedicated SDG on
transport, concluding it is best served
by cross-sectorial integration over four
goals: Improve aid for trade support for
developing countries; improve regional
and trans-border infrastructure; improve
market access for exports of developing
countries (particularly least-developed
countries), and finally realize timely
implementation of duty-free/quota-free
(DFQF) market access for all leastdeveloped countries.
Marco Sorgetti, FIATA director general,
disagrees. He argues that logistics, as an
enabler of global trade, should have its
own goal. Here’s why:
It is more than obvious that transport and
trade may be considered cross-sectorial,
if the ultimate goal is to incentivise
sustainable development and growth. We
are all aware that transportation is not a
goal in itself, no more and no less than
logistics is not a goal in itself. These are
services, not targets.

The goal and target is to make such
services possible, prosperous and
conducive to facilitation and good
business. This is the reason why logistics
connectivity, as a principal enabler for
trade has, in FIATA’s view, the dignity
of being listed as a goal in itself. FIATA
does not advocate for logistics per se,
but better logistics connectivity i.e. for
the conditions that allow such services
to be established and thrive. The same
goes for trade, we are trying to promote
trade facilitation, not trade per se.
Trade facilitation is what makes trade
possible and successful; this is why trade
facilitation is a political objective in its
own right.
This being said it is not so important in
which rank these concepts achieve, but
that they come to fruition. It is important
indeed that these concepts make their
way to the surface of the goals that
governments will have on their political
agendas in the next few years.
Governments that will not have logistics
connectivity and trade facilitation on
their tables in the next 10-15 year may
miss the opportunity to grow and ensure
prosperity to their people. For these
reasons FIATA was quite surprised to
learn that the OWG had not seized the
opportunity to focus more clearly on
trade facilitation and logistics connectivity
as a means to an end to sustainable
development.
Goal 12: Promote sustainable
consumption and production patterns
FIATA would like to suggest inserting a
target to enable sustainable supply B
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U.N. Sustainable
Development Goals
1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere
2. End hunger, achieve food security and 		
improved nutrition, and promote sustain		
able agriculture

4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality 		
education and promote life-long learning
opportunities for all

chain patterns with focus on enhanced
connectivity that allow for sustainable,
facilitated trade. Sustainable
consumption and production cannot
happen, or at best are not sustainable,
without good logistics connectivity and
trade facilitation instruments.

5. Achieve gender equality and empower all
women and girls

Goal 13: Tackle climate change
and its impact

6. Ensure availability and sustainable man
agement of water and sanitation for all

One of the biggest challenges facing
the global transportation sector is its
dependence on fossil fuels and its
attempt to lowering transport related
emissions. This is an epochal endeavor
that must ensure the more sustainable
mobility patterns of our future. Investment
in infrastructure and in optimizing the
supply chain is as important as cutting
on energy consumption and finding
alternative fuels.

3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-		
being for all at all ages

7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable, and modern energy for all
8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustain
able economic growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all
9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote
inclusive and sustainable industrialization
and foster innovation
10. Reduce inequality within and among
countries
11. Make cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
12. Ensure sustainable consumption and
production patterns
13. Take urgent action to combat climate
change and its impacts
14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans,
seas and marine resources for sustainable
development
15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable
use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat desertification,
and halt and reverse land degradation and
halt biodiversity loss

It is extremely important that
governments do not turn a blind eye on
the fact that “de-carbonizing transport”
per se has not been a completely
winning strategy, even in those countries
that have embraced such policy choices
as early as the end of the last century or
the beginning of this one.
Significant results can only come from
an integrated approach with the right
balance of policies and actions. Just as
a matter of interest, the savings in energy
that can be achieved by enhanced trade
facilitation at borders are more than
significant.

16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies
for sustainable development, provide
access to justice for all and build effective,
accountable and inclusive institutions at all
levels

Ideally we should all travel on smart
infrastructure, enjoy seamless border
procedures and reach our destination
(goods as well as passengers)
undisturbed and without any waste of
time and energy. One can say this is
a dream, but FIATA maintains that we
musts live up to our dreams and work
to make them possible with appropriate
policy choices, today and tomorrow.

17. Strengthen the means of implementation
and revitalize the global partnership for
sustainable development

Goal 17: Strengthen the means
of implementation and the global
partnership for sustainable development

Under this heading FIATA wishes to
highlight the impact of capacity building
on trade. The return from investing in
capacity building resources in the sector
of logistics is immense and therefore
more capacity building should be
targeted towards the logistics sector,
especially in developing countries.
The FIATA Foundation is one of the
instruments FIATA has to contribute to
the achievement. We have seen above
that insufficient awareness can seriously
hamper the ability to even receive
assistance in certain countries and this is
certainly a situation that must be avoided.
Conclusion:
FIATA views the SWG goals and target
document as underscoring the impact
of logistics connectivity in improving
the economic situation of developing
countries, or other countries that are less
favored in the world trade lanes. One of
the aspects that are often overlooked
is that logistics normally works both
ends. This means that assisting with
appropriate policies the countries
that are in quest of better connectivity
would inevitably also provide better
opportunities for the other ones, even if
they are already amongst the developed
nations.
Such focus on logistics connectivity is
central in addressing economic growth
and environmental challenges in the fight
to build resilient societies. This works
irrespective of the economic conditions
of the countries and is susceptible to
multiplying the value of the results.
- Marco Sorgetti became secretary
general of FIATA in January 2012. Prior
to this he held a similar position at
CLECAT – the European association
for forwarding, transport, logistics and
Customs services. Fluent in Italian,
French and English, he trained and
worked as a forwarder prior to joining
chambers of commerce in Italy. In 2002
he published a manual for transport
and logistics practitioners. 

Redbox by AirAsia
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the new low-cost courier in town
Reliable

Convenient

Affordable

Creating something for everyone in parcel deliveries, where everyone can courier!

Introducing Redbox by Airasia, the new low-cost courier service in Southeast Asia! Offering the
best value-for-money express courier and parcel delivery service, it is wholly developed by AirAsia
to provide customers up to 50% savings in costs compared to existing courier services.
Redbox is designed by the airline to deliver low-cost courier services suitable for businesses,
average consumers, corporate clients and foreign workers for the carriage of regular parcels,
business packages and documents
throughout the airline’s extensive
route network.
We have already launched our services
across Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Philippines, Vietnam and Nepal with
plans currently underway for launches
in other countries such as Australia,
Japan, China and Hong Kong.
For more information, please visit us
at redbox.airasia.com .
REDBOX PRODUCT LAUNCHING :
(From left) AirAsia X Bhd Chief Executive Officer Azran Osman Rani, AirAsia Bhd CEO Aireen
Omar, Airasia Bhd Head of Cargo Captain Chin Nyok San, Communication & Multimedia
Minister Malaysia Datuk Seri Ahmad Shabery Cheek, AirAsia Group Chief Executive Officer
Tan Sri Tony Fernandes, Redbox Asia Ptd Ltd CEO Randy Ong and Redbox Asia Executive
Chairman Victor Lim at the launch of the new low-cost courier and parcel delivery service,
Redbox in Kuala Lumpur, on 14th August 2014.
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Don't get
The trends driving
the global economy
to create a more
sophisticated and
sustainable approach
to material flow –
and hence logistics
- include resource
scarcity, rising
pollution levels and
rapid urbanisation
and digitisation.
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et wasted
Many companies are coming to the conclusion the current linear economic system of
“use and dispose” (or sometimes, “use and recycle”) won’t work in the long term as too
many of the world’s resources are being used up – and wasted.

The National Association for Environmental Management (NAEM) held its annual
conference in Austin, TX in October. Guest speaker was William McDonough - renowned
architect, designer and promoter of the circular economy. He is currently serving as the
chair of the World Economic Forum’s Meta-Council on Circular Economy. He shared his
thoughts with the NAEM:

NAEM: What is the circular economy and how does it work?
WM: The history of the first industrial revolution could be seen as simply a take-makewaste linear model. The circular economy, on the other hand, is a very ancient idea (as
well as a very modern idea), which is to take, make, reuse, redesign, reuse, make, and so
on. It reminds me of my grandparents and with what we saw during the Second World
War, where metals were protected, people composted, had gardens and kept everything
as local as possible. The circular economy is one where we put materials and energy and
water into endless reuse, and some cases we close loops in situations where a direct
return may be appropriate.

NAEM: What is the difference between the circular economy and
sustainability?
WM: The circular economy is not sustainability, it is the economy. We also have society
and the environment to consider in sustainability. But as far as the economy is concerned,
instead of a downward spiral descending with materials that are degrading or being lost
to utility, it is actually what I call a spiral economy rising up, with clean energy, clean water,
clean materials, designed for endless resourcefulness for all the children of all the species
for all the time that is what we call cradle to cradle, which is the underlying momentum of
the circular economy.

NAEM: How does the ‘cradle to cradle’ concept change how you
approach the design process?
WM: I am going to give you an example. Wal-Mart has hired me to redesign the cereal
box. What does that mean for design? Let’s start with an inventory of what we are dealing
with. The current cereal box is made from paperboard that comes from magazines, for
example, that may contain what we call contaminants, from mineral oil-based inks. Then
I have a dense plastic bag. In cradling to cradling, we see the world biologically with
technical nutrients in a circular economy. We do that because materials that we use are
going to be in the biosphere, and we want them safe and healthy for our biology. B
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HIERARCHY OF WASTE

RETHINK AND REDESIGN

REDUCE

REUSE

RECYCLE

DISPOSE

When we redesign a cereal box, we would say, I don’t want contaminated paper, I don’t
want plastic technical nutrients inside a biological nutrient box, because when this gets to
the dump (we call them material recovery facilities), the scanners don’t know when they
see the cereal box go by if it has a plastic bag inside. It might, therefore, be seen as paper,
so the plastic gets recycled in the bales with paper, contaminating the paper.

William McDonough

Architect, designer and
promoter of the circular
economy

Redesigning the cereal box involves new polymers and even new papers. What we find is
if we do this, the regulators love it because there is nothing to regulate. It is healthy, safe,
things in a circular economy and the real issues become the business questions of ‘Can I
do it affordably and go to scale?’

NAEM: How far away are we from seeing these ideas incorporated into
everyday business practices?
WM: I just came back from China, where I met with the head of Circular Economy for
China. We are working together to develop protocols for the next five-year plan. I think
we will see a push coming from China because they need to do things this way for their
environment as well as their economy. They know they are going to run out of stuff and
they know they want to put them in circles. The next twelve-year plan of China is called
the circular economy – that’s the name of it. It’s very exciting.

NAEM: For those (reading this), how can they start to incorporate your
concepts into how their company thinks about its products or processes?
WM: Engineers tend to focus on metrics and measurements, which is embodied by their
motto: “In God we trust; all others bring data.” If you only focus on metrics, though, you
get the goals, but you can’t get to your values. As architects and designers our job is to
not be analytical but to be synthetic, to put things together and create new things, so we
start with our values. How do you love all the children of all the species for all the time? We
then move to principles, then move to eliminate the concept of waste, then go to goals
and then we go to strategies and tactics, and then we measure. We are sympathetic with
each other except that one starts with metrics and the other starts with values and we
work to these goals together.
Peter Drucker made a very important point in his book, ‘The Effective Executive’.
The manager’s job, he said, is to be efficient and do something the right way. It is the
executive’s job, however, to be effective and do the right thing. If you are a manager
and you you’ve introduced a product the market doesn’t need or contains something
poisonous, and you are doing it efficiently, you are perfectly wrong. At that point the real
question becomes, “What is the right thing to do? And what is the right way to go about it?”
Hannah Jones, vice president, Sustainable Business and Innovation for Nike thinks
“Bill McDonough is a pioneer and leader in the development of sustainable design and
architecture and continues to inspire others with his ideas”. She says Nike sees a future
where products are made in a closed-loop business model and believes McDonough has
provided an innovative look at this approach through the Cradle-to-Cradle philosophy he
developed with Michael Braungart. Nike has worked with McDonough in the past and
Jones says the company looks forward to “continuing to share ideas collaboratively as we
move toward creating a more sustainable future together”. 
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ATEST NEWS LATEST NEWS LATEST NEW
u New York governor
Andrew
Cuomo
has
announced plans to redesign New York's JFK and
LaGuardia airports as part
of a US$17 billion strategy
aimed at transforming the
state's infrastructure and
transportation networks.
At an event to host U.S. vice
president Joe Biden in late
October, Cuomo said the master
plan also includes developing
Stewart airport, some 60 miles
north of Manhattan, as a regional
cargo hub to relieve JFK "of most
of its cargo facilities...to make
room for new amenities and
services”. Describing Stewart
as "strategically positioned to
expand into a larger air cargo
role", Cuomo said he wanted
to create a tax-free zone to
encourage companies to move
"back office manufacturing into
one connected major distribution
center" at the airport. Under the
program companies creating
jobs in the new zone will get a
10-year tax break.
u The European Community
Shipowners’ Association
has called on the Chinese
government to remove
barriers to international
shipping.
At a meeting with China’s
Ministry of Transport at the end
of October Patrick Verhoeven,
secretary general of ECSA,
said: "The Chinese government
started last year a promising
Free Trade Zone pilot project
in Shanghai which is expected
to extend to other ports.
But foreign-owned shipping
companies are still not permitted
to transport international cargo
between Chinese ports. Only

vessels that are ultimately
owned by a Chinese company
can do so, even if they fly
a foreign flag. Lifting this
discriminatory restriction will
also benefit China, as it will not
only bring increased revenue
and more efficient utilization of
Chinese ports but also reduce
transit times and transportation
costs to and from the country.” 
u The Australian Federal
Court has ruled that Air
New Zealand and Garuda
have no case to defend in
a long running airfreight
legal action brought by
the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission
(ACCC) in 2010, alleging
agreements with airline
competitors in Hong Kong
and Singapore between
2000 and 2006.
Air New Zealand's general
counsel, John Blair commented:
"This decision is important in
aviation because international
operators need clarity of
the legal boundaries of the
'markets' in which they operate.
The distinction between where
competitive markets exist
and where jurisdiction lies
determines which regulators'
requirements must be met.
Respect for national sovereignty
and legal jurisdiction has been
a foundation of the aviation
industry since 1919." 
u DHL Global Forwarding
has launched a multimodal
service linking Japan to its
existing rail solution from
China to Europe.
The company is using a
combination of trucking, sea and
rail to connect with DGF China's

rail freight network that reduces
costs by up to 85 percent and
CO2 emissions by 90 percent
compared to airfreight. Kelvin
Leung, CEO, DHL Global
Forwarding Asia Pacific, said,
"We have established a North
Asian multimodal network which
connects the North Asian power
houses – China and Japan
– directly to any destination
in Europe. Our new service
linking Japan to our existing
China rail network presents a
truly innovative solution which
offers cost and time benefits to
customers across the region."
Within China DHL operates two
routes: The first along the transSiberian North Corridor and the
second, the trans-Kazakh West
Corridor from Chengdu.
u Following the rescue
of 220 Syrian migrants by
the containership Eleonora
Maersk south-east of Malta
in October, the International
Chamber of Shipping (ICS)
has reminded EU politicians
that merchant ships are
legally required by an U.N.
convention to save people's
lives at sea.
The ICS was reacting to a
recent
announcement
by
Britain that it will not support
future search and rescue
operations to prevent migrants
and refugees drowning in the
Mediterranean, arguing that
to do so just encourages more
people try and make dangerous
sea crossings in the hope of
being rescued. According to
reports, the Syrians involved
in the latest rescue refused to
be landed in Malta and were
eventually transported to Italy
where the country has helped

save approximately 150,000
people in the past 12 months.
Italy is now discontinuing its
international search and rescue
program saying the effort is
unsustainable. However the ICS
notes that while ship captains
will continue their legal and
humanitarian obligation to save
lives at sea, the U.N. convention
requires the EU Member States,
not the merchant vessel, to
take responsibility for those
rescued.

uThe Scottish government
has launched a remanufacturing
hub based at the University
of Strathclyde in a bid to
leverage the country's
burgeoning circular economy.
In making the announcement
environment secretary Richard
Lochhead commented: "It is
astounding that an estimated
£50 million worth of gold
will potentially be wasted in
Scotland in the next five years
through disposal of electronics
like computers and phones.”
The government will also set up
a materials brokerage service
– apparently the first of its kind
in the UK – to match supply
and demand for high value
recycling. According to a report
by the UK Parliament's crossparty sustainable resource
group, the potential value of
remanufacturing to the UK
economy is £2.4-5.6 billion per
annum. In Scotland, over 60
companies are already active
in remanufacturing across a
variety of sectors including
automotive, electronics, energy
infrastructure, aerospace and
marine services. 
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A new story from an old yarn
Interface, the world’s largest modular carpet manufacturer, has expanded
its ‘Net-Works’ partnership with the Zoological Society of London (ZSL) to
support its goal of sourcing 100 percent recycled nylon from discarded fishing
nets in some of the world’s poorest coastal communities.

Inclusive business is
about finding ways
to have a net positive
impact on social and
environmental issues
while still minding the
bottom line
Nigel Stansfield, chief
innovations officer, Interface

The program began last year in the central Philippines including the Bantayan
Islands and Danajon Bank, one of only six double-barrier reefs in the world,
and has now been introduced in the Lake Ossa region of Cameroon.
“Inclusive business is about finding ways to have a net positive impact on
social and environmental issues while still minding the bottom line,” says Nigel
Stansfield, chief innovations officer for Interface. “We are challenging the
status quo to reimagine our supply chain in a way that improves our ability to
source recycled content, while simultaneously cleaning up oceans and lakes
and lifting people from poverty. It’s ambitious, and it’s working.”
Over the last 18 months Philippine fishermen have gathered over 38 tonnes
of discarded nylon that would otherwise take 600 years to biodegrade.
According to ZSL, the estimated length of nets dumped in this area alone laid
end to end is equivalent to 1.5 times the world’s circumference.
The nets collected by the fishermen have been shipped to Italian manufacturer
Aquafil to produce recycled yarn for Interface.
As a result, 4,500 villagers have earned extra income; accessed financial
services through self-run community banks so they can take out micro-loans
for education and business ventures and have secure savings; and be
empowered to clean beaches of old nets and ensure no more are discarded
on the beach or in the water.
ZSL says one important aspect of Net-Works is that it gives women an equal
opportunity to participate and receive an additional source of income from
net collection - making them integral, decision-making members of their
community banking systems.
In 2014, ZSL received nearly US$1 million in two three-year grants from the
Darwin Initiative, a U.K. government program that helps countries with rich
biodiversity but poor financial resources to meet their objectives. The grants
will help adapt the Net-Works model in Cameroon’s Lake Ossa Wildlife
Reserve, an important refuge for West African manatees and other freshwater
species, as well as provide vital support to expand the current net collection
infrastructure in the Philippines.
Dr. Heather Koldewey, head of global conservation programs for ZSL thinks
the program is both scalable and replicable and can become a sustainable
enterprise independent of Interface and ZSL. As a next step, in early 2015
a Net-Works field guide will be published to help additional partners set up
collection hubs in pursuit of inclusive business.
Over the next three years the program will support and strengthen over 500
hectares of community-based Marine Protected Areas to help restore the
biodiversity of aquatic ecosystems. Professor Stuart Hart of Cornell University,
a leading authority on the implications of environment and poverty on business
strategy, adds: “Net-Works is a win environmentally, a win socially ... and to me
that’s the gold standard.”
Interface has achieved about 80 percent of its “Mission Zero” goal of
eliminating any negative impact it has on the environment by the year
2020. Founded in 1826, ZSL is an international scientific, conservation and
educational charity whose mission is to promote and achieve the worldwide
conservation of animals and their habitats. 
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Winner – Air Cargo Industry Customer Care Award, World Cargo Awards 2014
When it comes to our business of cargo, we are committed to taking extra care of your
business across the globe. By winning this prestigious award, we are delighted to know
our dedication is being recognised by those who matter most, you. Thank you for your vote.
etihadcargo.com

THE WORLD IS OUR BUSINESS
LET US TAKE CARE OF YOURS

